An in-plane vectorial analysis of the magnetization of thin magnetic films is presented. Longitudinal soft x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity curves display characteristic nodes where the longitudinal scattering component is suppressed by x-ray interference. The transverse magnetic component can be effectively retrieved at these nodal points, despite the use of circular polarization and longitudinal scattering geometry. Using a single geometric configuration, transverse and longitudinal magnetic hysteresis loops can be clearly separated. Calculations based on a Stoner-Wohlfarth model satisfactorily describe both loops. Therefore, this method presents a viable alternative to standard vectorial analysis techniques, with the additional benefit of element specificity.
Magnetic anisotropies mediate spin-alignment processes in magnetic materials. Such anisotropies are indispensable to the proper functioning of magnetic devices ͓e.g., hard disk and magnetoresistive random access memory ͑MRAM͔͒.
1,2
High-performance devices require highly aligned net magnetization. Accordingly, extensive efforts have been undertaken to understand the parameters controlling magnetic anisotropies in multilayers and, particularly, their role in the magnetization reversal process. To understand the reversal mechanism, a vectorial analysis of the magnetization ͑i.e., the separation of longitudinal-and transverse-components͒ must be undertaken. Three magnetometry methods are usually employed to this recover these components; magneto-optic Kerr reflectivity ͑MOKE͒, polarized neutron reflectivity ͑PNR͒, and x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity ͑XRMR͒. MOKE is the technique most often used for such vectorial analysis, and MOKE measurements routinely reveal the relative longitudinal and transverse components of the average magnetization. Furthermore, a phenomenological MOKE theory for the interpretation of the data is well established.
3 PNR requires highly specialized equipment ͑the so-called flipper͒ at neutron facilities. 4, 5 An essential advantage of neutron-based experiments is the ability to provide quantitative values of the magnetization, complete with its depth profile. XRMR provide a quantitative estimate of the magnetization and its depth profile, and also the significant advantage of elementspecific measurements. 6, 7 It has been used extensively in the hard x-ray regime. 8, 9 Most magnetic materials are composed of 3d transition metals and/or of 4f rare earth elements, and their magnetic properties are determined by the valence electrons; these absorption edges all lie in the soft x-ray region. Almost 20 years ago, and working in the soft region with linearly polarized light, Kao et al. 10 succeeded in measuring the transverse magnetic component. Thereafter, many investigators focused on using circularly polarized light in a longitudinal scattering geometry. [11] [12] [13] [14] In this configuration the magnetic signal is considerably stronger. Nevertheless, this methodology has an important drawback compared to other methods of magnetization analysis; it is usually considered impossible to obtain simultaneously the longitudinal-and transversecomponents of the magnetization without changing the experimental configuration, i.e., x-ray polarization and scattering geometry.
In this letter, we show that this limitation can be largely overcome. The theory of the XRMR suggests a method to measure the transverse component of the magnetization even when using circularly polarized light in a longitudinal magnetic scattering geometry. Two kinds of magnetic thin films have been specifically examined here: a pure Co layer and a CoFe alloy film. The longitudinal magnetic component can be fully suppressed by x-ray interference at specific scattering angles. At these nodal angles of the XRMR's asymmetry ratio, the transverse magnetic hysteresis loop can be extracted effectively, while at angles of maximum asymmetry ratio, the usual longitudinal hysteresis loop is obtained. A confirmation of these results is obtained by simulating the two types of loops using the classical Stoner-Wohlfarth ͑SW͒ model. The application to the CoFe alloy film demonstrates the element specificity of the vectorial analysis.
Two kinds of structures-Ta/Co͑3 nm͒/Cu/Pt/GaAs ͓hereafter, Co-film͔ and Al 2 O 3 / CoFe͑4 nm͒ / Ta/ Si ͓CoFe-film͔ were selected for these experiments. Pohang Light Source, while the CoFe-film was investigated at beamline U4B at the National Synchrotron Light Source. The degree of circular polarizations of the incident radiation was 95% and 90%, respectively. The magnetic scattering geometry at both beamlines was longitudinal: the scattering plane is parallel to the applied magnetic field ͑H͒.
The main goal of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility of an in-plane vectorial analysis of the magnetization without altering the x-ray polarization nor the experimental geometry. Magnetic reflectivity theory indicates that such a separation of orthogonal in-plane components is feasible. Recently, similar measurements were reported. 15 In addition, analytical expressions for the magnetic reflectivity have been reviewed in great detail by Mertins et al. 16 The XRMR intensity of circularly polarized light, containing both longitudinal-and transverse-magnetic components, is described as follows:
Here, I +͑−͒ denote XRMR intensities with the two opposite magnetization ͑M͒ directions relative to the photon helicity. The physical meanings of the several parameters appearing in Eq. ͑1͒ have been described in detail in Ref. 16 . It is important to note that the r variables are the usual charge scattering parameters while the magnetic corrections are contained in the ⌬ terms; in particular ⌬ sp is proportional to the longitudinal M while ⌬ pp is proportional to the transverse M. S 3 is the Stokes parameter representing circularly polarized light. 17 An interesting picture emerges from Eq. ͑1͒. Clearly a contribution to the XRMR intensity from transverse components is present even with circular polarized light. It appears conceivable to determine both the longitudinal and the transverse M component by measuring XRMR.
To extract the longitudinal-and transverse-component in a longitudinal geometry and with circular polarization, it is only necessary to have the easy axis of the system rotated away from the longitudinal direction by a small angle , as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . In our case, ϳ 35°relative to M of the Co-film, leading to m x ͑longitudinal͒ and m y ͑transverse͒. In this way, a contribution to the XRMR signal from m y ͑ϳ͉M͉sin 35°͒ is always present, 18 though the signal from the longitudinal component will be far more intense at an arbitrary scattering angle and will generally dominate. 19 Figure 1͑b͒ presents the XRMR results from the Co-film. The I Ϯ curves are measured at the Co L 3 -edge, E = 779.2 eV ͑see x-ray absorption spectroscopy in the inset͒ in the presence of a fully saturating field ͑H s = 0.2 T͒. The bottom panel of Fig.  1͑b͒ shows the asymmetry ratio, A = ͑I tot + − I tot − ͒ / ͑I tot + + I tot − ͒. Under this experimental condition ͑i.e., a fully saturating field͒ all spins are aligned to the scattering plane in a purely longitudinal geometry; therefore, ⌬ pp = 0. This implies that the asymmetry ratio in Fig. 1͑b͒ contains only a longitudinal component A L , originating from the ϳ−2S 3 ϫ Im͕−⌬ sp ‫ء‬ ͑r ss + r pp ͖͒ term in Eq. ͑1͒. Figures 1͑c͒-1͑e͒ depict the magnetic hysteresis loops of the reflectivity intensity measured at specific Q z values. In the A L curve, we labeled the maximum ͑A 1 ͒, intermediate ͑A 2 ͒, and zero ͑A 3 ͒ positions. The loop at the A 1 represents the typical longitudinal loop with a magnetic coercive field ͑H c ͒ of 60 Oe. On the other hand, the other two loops clearly are distorted, despite their having same H c . In particular, the loop at the A 3 is very different from that taken at the A 1 -position. Most importantly, the A 3 -loop shows a remarkable similarity to the typical transverse-component loop. Indeed at this position, interference of x-rays reflected from the substrate interface/surface fully suppress the longitudinal asymmetry measured in saturation. This result implies that A L ϰ S 3 ϫ Im. = 0, and therefore, by suppressing the second-order terms in ⌬ in Eq. ͑1͒, we have I tot Ϯ ϳ ConstϮ ͉r pp ⌬ pp ͉. In other words, for intermediate fields −H s Ͻ H Ͻ +H s , the reflectivity signal is approximately proportional to the transverse signal only at A L ϳ 0. To verify these phenomena, we calculated the hysteresis loops at the A 1 and A 3 using the SW model with = 36°. 20, 21 The solidlines in the Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑e͒ display the calculations superimposed on the experimental data. We clearly observe a satisfactory agreement. Figure 2 shows the energy dependence of the dichroic XRMR signal at fixed A 1 and A 3 positions. We used two kinds of energy scans: saturated and remanent magnetic state. For the saturated state, we applied ϮH s and recorded the reflected intensity at saturation. For remanent state, we applied +H s , followed by a measurement at H = 0, then applied −H s and again measured at H = 0. In this fashion, we ensured that energy scans were recorded at points equivalent to the saturated and remanent points in the hysteresis loops. For scan at A 3 , the intensity of the circular dichroism in the reflectivity is zero at E = 779.2 eV for the saturated state, while the dichroic signal reaches a maximum at the same energy for the remanent state. The energy scan in the rema- Now, we extend our discussion of the XRMR data to include the element specificity. To this end, we use CoFe alloy film. In this experiment, the magnetic easy axis was only slightly rotated ͑ϳ5°͒ away from the longitudinal direction while the transverse magnetic signal has minimal strength. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the two-dimensional A L -maps around the Co and Fe white line. The map shape differs in Fe and Co as a consequence of the different scattering factors. However note that in this case the A L = 0 positions happen to be nearly the same both elements. At the maximum and null positions of A L , we measured the magnetic hysteresis loops of Fe and Co, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . Because of the strong intercoupling in the alloy, Co and Fe have the same H c ͑39 Oe͒. As expected, the loop curves measured at the maxima of A L are quite square, indicating a close to completely longitudinal component. An approximately pure signal of the transverse component is instead clearly observed at the null points of A L . These transverse components are small due to the small . Finally, we again calculate the hysteresis loops with the SW model ͓see solid lines in Fig. 3͑b͔͒ The calculation compares well with the experimental data. Since the SW model considers only a coherent spin rotation, a discrepancy often occurs in proximity of the coercivitychange region of the loop. This sort of discrepancy between experimental data and SW model is indicative of specific processes of domain-formation in the real system. 22 In summary, we demonstrate a vectorial analysis of the in-plane magnetization of Co and CoFe films, using the XRMR technique with circular polarization. This was accomplished by taking advantage of x-ray interference effects that fully suppress the longitudinal component at selected scattering angles. The data at the nodal angles effectively contains only the signal from the transverse component, while the responses at other angles is dominated by the more intense longitudinal component. This method is therefore a sensitive technique for the vectorial analysis, while still offering the benefit of element specificity.
